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A Guide to Beating
Overtraining Syndrome  

with Nutrition



OVERTRAINING is a concept that has brought much controversy 

to the lifting world.  Traditionally, the word overtraining has 

been associated with stalemate and reversal of progress.  

When Mike Rashid used this word to describe his preferred 

method of training many eyebrows were raised.  Statements 

like “you can’t progress like that without steroids” were 

thrown out there.  While this book will not discuss the training 

method, it is important to flesh out what we’re talking about.  
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In the classical sense overtraining is an actual phenomenon known as overtraining syndrome.  
Mark Jenkins of Rice University defines over training as a condition where an athlete is stressed 
to the point where rest is no longer adequate for recovery (1998). Its symptoms include fatigue, 
weight loss, persistent soreness, loss of appetite, depression, and general weakness.  

Overtraining syndrome originates in the central nervous system (CNS) and has both sympathetic 
and parasympathetic forms. In its sympathetic form, overtraining puts you in a constant state of 
fight or flight, increasing stress hormones and decreasing testosterone.  In its parasympathetic 
form overtraining puts you in a constant state of recovery where your body is constantly trying to 
repair itself and failing because of consistent external stressors placed on the body due to training.  

While Mike Rashid’s “overtraining” label may raise some eyebrows from people who fear 
overtraining syndrome more than anything, his overtraining system is not intended to send 
people into the overtraining syndrome abyss. Rather, as Mike himself describes it, it is “forced 
adaptation.” Getting people to walk the line of their limits to force change in their bodies.  
Staring overtraining syndrome in the face without letting it take over...  
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The point of this nutrition plan is to teach you how to go into this program without fear of falling 
prey to overtraining syndrome.  You will lean how to stave off inflammation, recover from even 
the toughest workouts, and grow beyond your own expectations.  While overtraining is not a 
myth, we can show you how to make it into a toothless tiger that will not harm you even if you 
stick your head into its jaws.

The most important measure you can take in getting this training program to work for you is 
maintaining an appropriate nutrition regimen.  The nutrition program described here is the 
FUEL, OPTIMIZE, and PROTECT system.  

• Fueling the body properly - Fuel

• Optimizing protein synthesis by creating the proper nutritional environment for muscle  
 growth - Optimize

• Reducing inflammation that could lead to overuse injury or disease – Protect

Each of the components in this nutrition plan will serve to accomplish one of these three aims. 
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FUELING THE BODY PROPERLY requires that you have the 
correct calories, ratios of macronutrients, and a proper 
foundation of micronutrients to sustain muscle growth 
given the amount of stress that will be placed on your body 
in this program.

STEP ONE of this program will be in calculating the amount 
of calories you will need. We will use a formula similar to 
the methods I describe in my books Getting to Shredded 
and Unapologetic Muscle. If you have read these books, this 
section may seem repetitive, but hang on. There is a vital 
twist here that will ensure that you get everything you need 
to endure Mike Rashid’s overtraining. 

 PART
 ONE
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STEP 

ONE
CALORIES 

Find Total Body Weight and Bodyfat %

In order to put together a nutrition plan that will fit you, we need to consider a number 
of factors: your weight, your bodyfat percentage, and your body type. The first thing to 
determine is your lean body weight. This is the amount your muscular and skeletal systems 
weigh without your fat mass. This is done by a simple calculation utilizing your total body 
weight and your bodyfat percentage.  Finding your bodyweight can be tricky, but there are 
several ways of doing it.  The most accurate way of figuring it out is to find a service in your 
area that will give you a hydrostatic body fat test.  These tests normally run around $30 to 
$60 and consist of you being dunked in a tank full of water.  

Another way of doing this is to go to your local gym and get a certified personal trainer 
to pinch you with a 5 or 7 point caliper. This test can be pretty inaccurate depending on 
how the trainer pinches, but the worse part is that the trainer will probably try to sell you 
training. As long as you can stay strong and let him know that you don’t squat on Bosu Balls 
you should be fine.  

Finally, you can get a scale that will read your weight and your bodyfat %. I honestly do not 
know how much these cost because I’ve only stolen them. No, I do not encourage you to do 
the same.  
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STEP 

TWO
BODY TYPE 

Calculate Lean Body Weight

The next step is to find your lean body weight. Once you find your body fat % you will need 
to convert it to decimal form. To do this, simply put a decimal point in front of the number.  
For instance, if you are 20% bodyfat, you will convert it to .20 for the calculation.  

Next, you will need to find your lean body weight by multiplying your total body weight by 
this decimal. For example, if you were 20% bodyfat and 180lbs, the calculation would be: 

180 x .20 = 36
This shows that you have 36 lbs of fat on your body.  Next we find the lean body weight by 
subtracting this number from your total body weight. So,

180 – 36 = 144.   

Hence, your lean body weight is 144.  

Now, we take this number and multiply it by one of three numbers representing body type.  
I laid these out in Getting to Shredded and Unapologetic Muscle, but will present them here 
once again for your benefit.  
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STEP 

TWO
BODY TYPE 

Calculate Lean Body Weight (continued)

These numbers help you to calculate a caloric starting point for your nutrition plan. This 
starting point is determined by a simple formula. The first step in putting this formula 
together is to determine whether or not you have a fast, medium, or slow metabolism.  
While this is not an exact science, you can use the following guidelines to assess yourself:

Fast Metabolism
You have a fast metabolism if you are not obese and you remain the same weight and size 
no matter how much or how little you eat.  Having a fast metabolism does not necessarily 
mean you are lean. There are many guys out there who are “skinny fat,” meaning they 
have a slender frame with little to no muscle tone.  When these guys fall into the trap of 
thinking they have a slow metabolism, they usually begin to undereat, which exacerbates 
their problems because they begin to lose muscle mass.  

Medium Metabolism
You have a medium metabolism if your body mass fluctuates with the amount of food you 
eat. For instance, if you eat nothing but chicken salads, you lean out fairly easily, but if 
you throw in some pizza and burgers, the love handles start to appear. The major pitfall 
these guys usually fall into is consuming too much food because they think it will help them 
to “bulk up” to increase muscle mass. The reality is that a build up of adipose tissue can 
inhibit blood flow to the muscles, which, in turn, will inhibit maximal muscle growth.  
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CHECK THESE OUT 

IMSOALPHA.COM
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